
JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.

JEA 1B11 - BUFFALO BILL (PRE 1910)

Note: Some shots below do not have film back-up as they have decomposed or are in the process of
         decomposing.
Note: Proper credit must be given to “The Buffalo Bill Historical Center” for the preservation of this
          material should any shots be used in a production. A written agreement to that effect will be faxed for
          a signature to be returned to us.

[u-bit #10002500]

11:59:56      flames from fire                                                                                     (N) BBHS: Negative
                                                                                                                                          Roll “A”

12:00:17      bear in wooded area                                                                                     [slight Decomp]
12:00:33      woman feeding deer in snow covered mountain area
12:00:52      deer running wild
12:01:06      one deer with horns in front of house, tame deer being fed in back yard
12:02:13      people standing by statue of man on horse holding                                     [Decomp Removed]
                    a rifle  <some decomp>
12:02:33      people parking autos in field                                                                        [Decomp 
Removed]
12:02:40      calf drinking milk from mother horse
12:03:13      opossum?
12:03:48      adobe house
12:03:59      tombstone - “Site of Fort Washakie 1878-1909 - Captain T.G. Carson
                    10 Cav.  Last Comd.  Died Mar. 9, 1913”
12:04:17      adobe house
12:04:35      houses with trees, man standing in front of house
12:04:52      water running rapidly in river over rocks, etc.
12:05:16      PAN across rocky landscape
12:06:00      truck moving wooden crate, men holding guide wires
12:06:19      structure made of rocks (base for statue)
12:06:27      woman in hat walking off porch (out of focus)                                           [Decomposing]
12:06:37      people around flag draped statue of man on horse with rifle                       [Decomposing]
12:06:43      cowboys roping and branding calves
12:07:10      large building with domed steeple
12:07:20      sign: “Grotto” by geyser
12:07:36      waterfall, mountain range, canyon
12:08:45      CU steaming water bubbling in geyser                                                        [Decomposed]
12:08:55      building                                                                                                        [head of this shot
                                                                                                                                          Decomposed]
12:09:10      MS Old Faithful erupting, CU
12:09:52      bear in woods  <some decomp>                                                                   [some Decomp]
12:10:32      geysers
12:10:51      ram? with horns on side of mountain
12:10:58      antelope? laying hurt in snow
12:11:28      herd of antelope?
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12:11:36      antelope? laying on ground, herds of antelope

12:12:35      ram? on side of mountain
-12:13:30

12:13:35      LSs bucking broncos in rodeo                                                               (N) BBHS: Negative
12:14:45      horse races, MCU cowboy on horse                                                            Roll “B” -
12:18:12      cowboy #43 performing rope tricks                                                             Ranch - N -
12:18:50      cowboys roping and branding cattle
12:19:46      cowboy putting logs on fire in outdoor furnace (for branding irons?)

12:20:01      sheep passing through water canal                                                              [also see 1M12
                                                                                                                                         13:14:29-13:15:03]

12:21:01      man doing rope tricks - swinging lasso around himself, CU tipping his hat
12:21:46      MLS ranch, cowboys herding horses in pen
12:22:22      autos around oil well
12:22:34      cattle passing through steaming water canal
12:24:48      men standing on dam, POV from dam, gushing water from dam, CU dam
-12:26:07     wall, PAN up to women and men on dam walkway, dam shot from water

                                                                                                                                    (N) BBHS: Negative
                                                                                                                                         Roll “C” -
                                                                                                                                         Rodeo (1920)
                                                                                                                                        -N-

12:26:15      many chickens by barn, man throwing feed down                                      [Removed - 
Decomp]
12:27:01      autos on mountain road
12:27:36      sign: “Roaring Mountain - Elev. 7550”
12:28:30      rocks by dam (early style gondola in background)
                    [12:27:45 - 12:28:56  shots repeat with longer shot of dam
                    with early gondola in background]
12:28:56      MCUs bear
12:29:57      autos at “Buffalo Bill’s Camp Ground”
12:30:13      rodeo
12:30:53      cowboy doing rope tricks and roping horses
12:31:15      cowboys on bucking broncos
12:32:36      HA LS dam, water gushing under, man sitting on rock ledge, PAN to dam
12:33:23      Wild West Show parade of cowboys on horses in street of town, autos
-12:35:53
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12:35:53      bubbling geyser                                                                                      (N) BBHS: Negative
12:36:04      waterfalls, road, mountain range                                                                  Roll “D”
12:36:49      auto along dirt road near stream                                                                   Shoshome Dam
12:37:06      HA river below cliff, MLS bridge over river, LS waterfall                          -N-
12:37:44      Old Faithful
12:37:54      rock formation shaped as spiral                                                                   [Middle Removed -
                                                                                                                                          Decomposed ]
12:38:15      waterfall
12:38:42      steam baths
12:39:04      auto parked by camping tent
12:39:12      LS PAN from mountains to stream
12:39:47      auto along dirt road through snow
12:40:02      hot spring in mountain
12:40:21      waterfalls
12:40:56      truck along mountain road                                                                           [Removed -
                                                                                                                                          Decomposing ]
12:41:19      geyser - CU grotto
12:41:51      sign: “Beaver Dam”,
                    stream,                                                                                                          [ Decomposing]
                    waterfall
12:42:29      LS, MCU bird’s nest in top of tree
-12:43:29

                                                                                                                                    (N) BBHS - Negative
                                                                                                                                          Roll “E”

12:43:35      Wild West Show parade through town - soldiers carrying U.S.                  [Decomposed -
                     and another flag, trolley in foreground, Buffalo Bill on horse,                   Removed]
                     Native American Indians, small band, people carrying British 
                     flag, Native American Indians wearing traditional costumes, 
-12:51:06     Mexicans, then all parading into building

12:51:13      parade on field - Native American Indians on horses, various men
                    talking to Native American Indians and others
12:52:52      Wild West Show - Indians vs. Cowboys
12:56:24      Native American Indian woman trying to pick up little girl
12:56:51      men and horses stunting, lasso tricks, rounding up herd
12:59:20      women and men including Buffalo Bill walking across river
12:59:38      women and men by shack with well, Buffalo Bill, two women and
                    another man drinking spring water from cup

13:00:19      Buffalo Bill bending down and scooping up spring water in a cup,           [also on 1B12
                     tasting it then giving cup to another man, man with camera in group,      13:04:15-13:04:59]
-13:01:03     group walking away


